
       February 21 [1957] 

Dear Larry Eigner: 

 

 Well, you dropped a bundle, that have kept me going thru them again & again. 

So, if it’s all right with you to use: 

 

 from Passages:  the second one called: 

    Millionem which I typed out exactly as you have it (p2). 

    Rolling (r3)  unless you find out it belongs to somewhere 

else. 

    For Sleep  (c7) 

    Set  (The Bohemian Stage)  (o9) 

 and one only with the number (73) beginning with: 

   ‘and the squirrel 

    jerked behind the tree 

       Once it could be only the movements 

 

and The Breath of once Live Th i 

      n g s       (t) 

 In the field with Poe 

    I will keep for a while longer and try it again within the 

week? O.K.  That really is the big question for me, and even if yes, it would not be in the 

first issue, as you know I gotta make it a lot of places, at least in NO. ONE. 

 

Now the copy goes to the printer April 1, and the ones mentioned go, or at least, if there 

are changes in my mind, I’ll let you know, of a holdover. The copy comes back from 

Villiers JUNE 1. 

 

So if there are any changes, could I know by at the latest March 10? A title for squirrel?   

And I would be more happy to see whatever you are willing.   Also if that hot stuff comes 

back, send some, as you know, what I have seen before, has a / well whatever they have, 

your stuff. So I wd. be willing to write anywhere you tell, as editor of MEASURE, saying 

that I am most interested (in you) and wd. they release it as etc. etc. etc. 

 

 I also typed Rolling up, and don’t think I’m just taking this stuff, because as 

you’ll see, the first issue is going to be hot, and you’ll be played off well. 

 

 Sorry that the confusion of last Sunday happened, but it sounded sort of funny, 

my roomate in his drawers, etc, thinking you were THE STATE come to take out the 

music. 

   I’ll write again letting you know how the thing measures out, I 

have the first issue nearly paid for, and Jonathan Wms. is taking mimeo advance sheets 

across country with him, and I wrote to Corman last night for his advice and aid, and I go 



to NYC this weekend, to get Fee Dawson and what he’s on to, all this and 35 hours a 

week at the Lamont Library to make bread. 

  

 So maybe on a Wed. or Thursday I come down? to the sea. 

 

The summer at BM was nothing like the prospectus, and violence was the main source of 

activity, but I benefited much, from both of them, Duncan and Big Daddy, and he 

mentioned to me too that précis, which I have a copy of, in pretty mangled form, which 

you could tackle for a couple of weeks if you care to.  Also, did you mean for me to keep 

Combustion. If not, just say so. It was what I needed, address and interest-wise, for 

Canada and I intend as soon as I get THE PAGE mimeographed to write Souster, the 

page being the advance sheet. 

 

 I take MEASURE from Williams’ business in Origin, also That ‘Bring out 

number weight & Measure in a year of dearth’ this to run over a line out of Le Fou, if I 

haven’t told you already. on the inside front cover –  

 

 O.K. It is three in the morning, so 

       John Wieners 

 

I liked Millionem or at least found a surprise, language-wise, which is first rate. Also the 

sentimental me likes 

 

   o glorious 

   make believe   make believe 

   time     but don’t listen to me. 

 

The Breath of once… 

    is something new for you, the line that is? 

 

I am unsure of your prose – (what I’ve read in print) and I want to stick mainly to the 

poem – UNLESS you got good bitchy critiques, reviews – or just short reviews 

 No#2 – I hope to be MAGIC – 

  poems – the dream, myth, 

    Tarot deck – black & white 

        incantations – fables from the 

   pot – 

Does any of that sound for you? 

Maybe after No: I, you will get an idea of me – and know what I could make space for – 

of yours –  

 

        



May 8 [1957] 

Dear Larry: 

 

     Again you will have to pardon delay / but at least I offer you the results, that the 

proofs are done/ and now only await return which will be (knowing Sankey now) all of 

10 weeks, the bitch. 

 

BRINK looks ‘gorgeous’ on the page, and I am glad it is long.  Because I’ve been 

following you up in other places, and they’ll take you but only a page or so. So I am glad 

in MEASURE you’ll get some space. 

 

 Another delay of course, is that there is so much of you, it throws one.  And when 

I tackle it start at the beginning, but I wd. want it no other way.  

 

Thank you more than the words for the money.  I print sponsors on the back, so some like 

Duncan Blaser dont want their own names, I use their lovers, or whatever.  Do you want 

it under Israel Eigner or your own, which I wd. like.  Let them know this is a poet’s book.  

Mgt Anderso: read by those who write the others. 

 

    I have gone for yr stuff at Audience/ but there has been no result. And it is now owned 

by an undergraduate:  Peter Wyman, well he’s alright, still they have no sense of where 

we are today, what has happened in verse, is. 

  Century will be worse/ since I dont think they even will get to No: 1. I 

shall contact them though.  For I will give you 5 pages in Number: 2.  Also if the idea is 

not offensive to you, wd. you send a photograph, as I plan with some worked vacation 

money to have a page [illeg] & of contributors:  a montage, with you all thrown together.  

I dont care what it is, if only yr hand or yr desk, I might as well make joy for myself.  I 

return a batch of poems here, 

 

  oh about Rolling, it was not printed in One, so if you want to send the 

correction, there is time, the deadline not being for three weeks. That is why I will get 

Century. 

 

   I will use Boxes, OK, if Naked Ass dont. 

 

Now lets talk about reviews.   The PONSOT is great,  and I will print same.  For you dont 

praise Ginsberg,    ‘so calm down wild bells (we know you dat’ a very fine ending.  Oh 

fuck words;  I like it.   And I enclose it for you to type again.   And I think her poems shd 

be hit the way you do it.  Otherwise,  I wd. not like so much. In fact, I wd. be stronger. 

 

But the Levertov, simply because you give to Allen Ginsberg qualities I dont think he 

possesses,   ‘he’s more timely, you cant get away from that’  YOU are timely, faster than 

he’ll ever be 



    I dont know what the hell 

to  make of the review, its exciting and the questions (not slick) anyplace. 

If you want to quote her so much, all right. 

 

Timely, that you have time in yr poem, in the way you cut thru, 

how he plods, is caught in the mouth and the head to make sentences. 

You dont give a damn for the sentence/  and that’s timely. 

 

NOW OVER 

 

made copy & ret’d to you original.  I dont think I understand: 

 (d1)  THERE’S A DANGER IN THAT TOO, tho I like the most its CONTENT:  

the present always is here’ 

 

   (time problem)  it wd be the greatest if you cd explore this more, 

it’s yrs, at least thru yr work, you are more concerned than ANYONE right now, making 

it. 

   So there’s really quite a bundle to print, and that I am most 

grateful, the pickings being more slim than you can imagine, from others. 

  NOW:  Measure I’s only delight right now to me has been all the space it 

leaves open for II:  the improvement that I think II is, namely there is more  ‘manifest’  

than the one thing Measure I  has been accused of.  (VIOLENCE & FILTH) 

    And critics always frighten me,  diminish me.  Man, they 

should not. 

 

  Fielding Dawson wrote from NY, he thgt Brink best poem of yours he had 

yet seen.  Better certainly I think than how you were presented in Sparrow. 

    Again:  Larry Eigner as sponsor appears in Measure II, the 

sponsorship coming later than deadline.  Duncan’s also.  And Marshall,  and abt six 

more,  so Measure really is a little solid,  although Harvard fired me two weeks ago, 

anyway, there are only 75 copies left of 300 copy printing. 

  I sent Mr Berman his,  and you cd tell him none of those f……. words are 

in II, not even one.  I wish I cd do state issue right now as I like yr poem that much. Oh 

yes, Measure II has 64 pages, and it, if the mss come thru, wd be great to keep it there 

that size, but I’ll let the quality determine that.  Will return photo very quick, as there is a 

tie-up on montage, I’m not sure yet, I shd lay out loot.  And cant get everyone in time,  

too expensive to reproduce every photo before I cut them up, & it probably wont look 

good. Whatever [inserted: “yr”] photo, OK, w/ be ret’d. Creeley still edits BMR:  BMC, 

Its ‘estate’ provides backing.  For a couple more issues. Creeley says he has seen proofs 

on ½ of SEVEN. But that was months ago: his address: 

   1826 Griegos  NW 

   Alburquarque, (sp?) New Mexico 

 



Re letter of June 11th:  I did not see you come in auditorium either, only when Wms. 

came over:  I had seen yr. father (unknown to me) go up, and I thgt it some contemporary 

of Wms. then saw Wms. very shy even walk towards the audience, and from where we 

sat in back of hall, on grandstand, lean over and talk, and then it came w/o seeing at all, 

that it must be you.  I thgt Wilbur disgusting myself. 

 

Yes:  in Lamont, they have the Woodberry Poetry Room/ and all that magazine are 

anywhere, they keep, and the locos like us, read same, and so I come across yr stuff, 

where it’s done elsewhere. 

   Laughlin (Inland Steel) YES that’s the money behind NEW 

DIRECTIONS, HA, him & his usury, whatever, I dont listen anymore, to editors. 

    What do you mean: writing a novel? Cuz I was carrying all 

that crap, that Friday. No, I am a poem-man strictly, can barely read prose, unless it’s to 

do w/ poem/ w/poets. 

 

Now a serious question:  what does Koshare KOSHER? mean? Also that all those chichi 

sanfranciscans (oh well, all I want to say:  is that you are the first one to dig MEASURE,  

that even Olson has not come back, or Duncan but I didnt expect him to) 

   that it great there is word in somebody’s mouth for it, besides ‘I 

liked Spicer best, or who’s Ed Dorn’ etc. 

  Now: Tambimuttu is editor of Poetry:  London:  New York mad from his 

editorial in the 2nd issue, last one to appear, & that was at least six monhs ago, so man, 

maybe he has. (gone home) 

 

Shawms – it’s supposed to be,  wait till you hear this.  Marshall arrived tonight from NY 

and I asked him: what shauns mean:  he said: it’s shawms, and I got his original mss, and 

it’s true, that’s what he had down, but then he said:  why it’s what they wear over their 

shoulders, like a shawl/ then I looked it up & shawms are:  an obsolete word meaning 

reedpipe.  Oboe.  Which Marshall says:  it fits anyway.  That’s what you mean by casual,  

and what I dont think II has as much of. 

  swagger etc.  I think is needed amidst the pantywaists 

I love a parade, me on one, and the expose is ½ the fun the poet gets from the poem. 

Except, dangerous, if one’s intent is only effect.  

Tiamat: 

Maximus [illeg] somewhere [illeg]  [illeg] those that lay down in Tiamat,” 

(biblical) place of stupor, I imagine, tho Marshall’s out.  I’ll leave this unsealed & 

check when he turns up. See PS. 

  Murdok: a personal reference, inturned thing from M’rshall’s own scene,  

friend I wd take it, of his in NY.  

 TERRIBLE Blunder on Olson:  reading Cock in next  (oh I told you that already) 

  I think you lay on Jonas much more intellectual weight than he is 

conscious of,  tho this is the effect he wishes to lay around,  that he has one. 



   When I take his chief value to be bitch, etc, all the black that goes 

w/ this. 

    MARSHALL IN:  Tiamat is:  the mother of chaos:  my 

Funk & Wagnalls Dictionary of Folklore says:  Tiamat:  The primeval dragon of the 

Mesopotamian cosmological myth: Enuma Elish// the mother of the gods, who was 

destroyed, cd only be destroyed thru  her open mouth, & by MARDUK, sic Marshall’s 

Murdok,  no personal reference at all,  in fact Marshall hysterical that I thgt so.  Enuf on 

traces (Mr Keen).  Marduk:   the chief god of the Babylonian pantheon, the god of the 

CITY OF BABYLON.  Hero of the creation myth.  From his mouth issued flame.   They 

attempt (Marduk & him cohorts) attempt to put order in universe.  Tiamat goes to battle 

against them, she a sea dragon.  and receives an arrow thru mouth into heart.  He cuts her 

body in ½, 1 part to form heavens,  and the other,  the earth. It dont say, which to which,  

somehow I think we got the lower ½, or maybe he split her down the middle.// Re you in 

Mezuh: 

  Mistakes will not happen again, within my power, stanza-wise, 

indentation-wise; I think too, he shd have kept DORN on his own page, he certainly cd 

have, and left you yours,  thus named wd not be crammed.  I am responsible for position 

of POEM*TITLES/ AUTHOR’S NAMES, their position. 

 

 I think I swagger more in remarks (this casual thing you point out which is new to 

my head) in Number II. 

    Whatever I wont make you say Too bad! again. 

     over – 

 

By all means send as much new stuff as you want to. It boosts me up, although I cant 

answer dont mean you shd not write, if you feel it, abt whatever, 

 I return also yr friends poem from Lawry, Maine 

      Arthur MacFarland 

         as you 

say, it has lines. And many of them too. Send anyone else’s also that you come across. 

   What is word in 

     T H e  m o v i e  o f  I t 

 

   that you wrote over: (sin):  next to last line. 

I’ll hang on to it, also, & see how my time affects it. 

 

Yes, I wd say his Enslin’s mag doubtful,  and he has been in hospital,  was there anyway 

in April , or so, but planning  out.  His liver, or something. 

 

NOW I SEE one poem of yrs I have sent out for MAGICK (MEASURE: II) 

      ‘Before setting 

       the sun… 



Christ, I hope no one else has it, or used it. If they have, cd you let me know right off, & 

I’ll send replacement to printer. 

 

I dont find rhetoric in you, at all. 

 

Yr statement that you regard DAYS as magnum opus, is enuf for me to say:  send it back, 

but it might not matter to you now: I usually never return anything to you, until I have 

exhausted all chances with it, that so I’d probably return it again,  but if it’s not a bore to 

you, send back. 

  Evergreen Review  is a quarterly edited by Don Allen & the publisher of 

GROVE PRESS, Barney Rossey, who also publishes Evergreen Books.  The address is 

795 Broadway, NYC.  $1.00 a copy of Evergreen, but picture of Duncan,  a lotta poems, 

and a lot of people who are part of/ measure:  5 short poems of Creeley in 2,  Jack 

Kerouac has choruses in M:II, Stuart Z Perkoff has 4-6 page poem, Steve Jonas has 8 

pages, Books III and IV from a long poem for jack spicer because he needs it. Robin 

Blaser—6 page poem: Hunger of Sound, etc etc. 2 Dancan, a short Olson, short piece by 

Rumaker on: The use of the unconscious in writing, and seven of his dreams. Ginsberg 

sent mystical letter (not really) that I think good enuf to print to in City Issue: with a 

poem & his father writes that it wd be interesting, if they cd appear together, which idea I 

dig. 

 

PLEASE SEND ARTICLE: “epistle to Henry Luce on the way he pedaled the A E and 

the nuclear tests.”  Scald me.(sure).   Let TIME cancel  their subscription,  they aint paid 

yet anyway. 

    Write and my best, and thankye for the work done. 

 

     John W. 

6:10AM! 

 



Aug 17 [1957] 

Dear Larry: 

 FINALLY, I am back, and even up to the letter E, now 4:30 in the AM, but I’m 

gonna get to Z if it means all today. First: big word from me that yr letter’s (all of them) 

such a boost, ask so much from me, that I turn away, there is that much to do with them, 

and that yr words on MEASURE were of utmost importance to me, that II will be so 

much broader, 

       that you will be disappointed in what 

of you appears. BUT I GOT PLANS. 

       Since I always on yr poems, if they 

arent too full of crossingsout, send original copy to printer, so BRINK was from yr copy, 

tho I might have been lax, thinking how he go wrong,  and quite a surprise, to me, 

 

having picked up the line he dropped out of Duncan/ and that he misprinted in Olson: 2nd 

to last line:   ‘clock’ instead of COCK!) 

 

Not in proofs, only in finished copy, nothing to do abt it, because proof sheets rather: 

page proofs are not a service he offers. 

 

Anyway, I will be much more careful in future;  this is what shows of  

you in No:2.         dank 

not 1st line  ‘it will (something) and silent 

          in a nomad country’ 

     were}    a line I remember 

‘where the bulls are } shot’ at the end of poem, 

 

also the poem called: (I cant remember title) 

            but it ends: 

   ‘nothing 

 

     I want room’  Oh I know now:  |For Sleep,| 

OK.   For here are the plans:  that yr reviews of Denise & Ponsot show themselves in 

what is THE CITY ISSUE, and that Poem numbers: 

   -  u4/  t1/  a9/  s7/  u6/  90/  f1/  will all be printed in 

FOUR: The state Issue. In fact, daddy, I will open it with ‘Think of me. I expected to 

write’    Now dont fret on this, if for nothing else, I am good to me word, and why, I have 

backfooted on poems like:   Rolling:   The Bohemian Stage,  is that better ones of YOU 

have presented themselves. 

    I shd have put WAYS in magick, I see that now, well it will 

go in some future issue, I guarantee that, for MEASURE is going to end the decade that 

Olson began with his Projective Verse in 1950, & in all sincerity, I want you to be a part 

of it until then, that we all be exposed to same.   Our process & growth. 

 



I cant make up my mind on:   Cantelli (t4) 

         I t ‘ s g e t t i n g x t h e r e (u2) 

(that spacing I never dug you meant, such ignorance here, man I cd have asked. I also wd. 

like to tie up   s a mx e  t h i n g (r8) with W a y s, OK? if I take it out? 

    Also I am drawn back again & again so that little one  ‘ a 

slumped woman’  (e)  no title.  I’ll still keep Bohemian (maybe for City Issue.)—09.  

Rolling  I return, or I guess I 

 

I have 400 words to the page or 580 if I reduce type and pay a little extra, so you havent 

even filled I doubt 580 yet, so feel you have a free hand with these. 

  I will print as is, simply because they have excitement, though I dont agree 

much with bases/  but I have found nowehere else such timeliness as you show here in 

the way you do it. 

 

So continue and put in all the rest you have to say re Ginny, but we’ll headline as you 

have Ponsot Levertov.  As BMR 7 will have a critique of Howl,  that is why I just as soon 

stay clear of him, THEN AGAIN, 

 you are the boss, its your baby. But I’ll shudder everytime you give him cloaks 

for the queer shoulder, which he dont own ( the cloaks that is) he dont (I speak only of 

Howl,  as I went for the short poem of his in Combustion and less so for the one in IR6, 

the Cambridge rev. that it is Howl I dont make, despite great sympathy with content. And 

glad the content, I  am in what he howls on,  but I dont like the sounds he makes.   You’ll 

see an Edward Marshall in Number One Measure, and you’ll  know what I mean. 

      Both the content/  and the verse driving 

ahead, in front of time. 

 Now, the violence I referred to was the surrounding business at Bm, not the 

course anyway, or anything concerned with Big Daddy, just some of the characters there.  

I was not there that spring, when he gave lectures, so I had to copy them (word for word) 

from his papers.  I arrived in June, a different season for the Olson mind, I think, he 

seems best in spring. 

 

I’m keeping the THE AGE OF ANN FRANK   for the State Issue (no:4) 

 

I wd. say the most trouble you ever have will have is to end a poem, simply when & 

how?  But when you do this,  fine,  like the Ponsot.  But most, I feel a lessening. A 

POEM called THE FIRE a case of one I dig except for those last two lines. 

 

As always with your stuff, there is seldom a poem that I dont find sections, the thing done 

very pleasing to me/ and then I am stopped in places, it is always the eating up to 

something, what makes a poem?  Stay Down  has so much that makes it, and then I am 

stopped.  But it dont matter here anyways, as there is much ( considering what is being 

done/ elsewhere/ CRAP CRAP )  that makes it totally.  And not one yet has ever not had 

excitements  (formwise)  found nowhere, else. 



 

 So I take definite: 

    o7  For Sleep (Magick Issue 

    s8  Ways (Magick issue 

    u4  Boxes (later 

    90    The age of Ann Frank  (no:4 

             Rolling 

    09    The Bohemian Stage,  though I am not as keen on it 

now/  and will hold off until 3,  which I call The City. 

   fl    ‘as I held the mirror’ (Magick 

(Boy do I hate ‘intelligencers’, maybe dont just understand it in BOXES.) 

Otherwise I think it the best of group I now have 

   also (b6 A Prime    ( will go somewhere. 

 

Shall I keep these copies? Or make ones from them and send them back? 

Anyway to avoid mistakes, I will type carbons and send them for your corrections before 

shipping off to printer.   A private proof system. 

I will get to Audience & Century before deadline. All the best, faithfully 

 

Also Evergreen Review is a re-printing the entire Howl in their second San Francisco 

issue,// and the editor wrote tonight that he is after Olson for mss. for a book.  Also to 

reprint Call Me Ishmael as a paperback. Still tentative but the thoughts have drive-me 

wild. 

 

Jonathan got a Guggenheim, so I wd. imagine yr book is set.   Also it wd give me things 

to go on, if YOU TELL ME which of your own you feel is most successful, I know we 

aint no judges, but it wd. help if I am going to be in contact with Eigner stuff for two 

years, after all, this is a mutual aid association.    And just a star on a mss. wd mean I look 

for things in it that werent in others, how this takes even ‘the roof of my head off’ the 

damsel said. 

 

  WIT!    That’s what those reviews got.      Thank you for all of 

it. 

 

 

James Laughlin the steel magnate sent 3.00 

then again Time-Life Inc took a year’s subscription, so what do I want? 

 

 

 Man in his mind that sees beyond the sky  * 

   tall on the earth now even above the seas 

     measures the sunset and the dying teh pulse 

   drifting like ancient IO south by east 



   the sky king himself, her after him 

   kicking 

 

* What Oppenheimer sd. stationary states, dynamic 

static, and thinking of electron orbits that arc 

in accord,  that correspond. (Dont recall enough.) 

 

   Shapes are manifestations of and show conditions, 

energy,  etc. There’s sights for one thing.   But 

the problem of what’s outside or beyond the sky, 

   or how finity is possible,  is one of shape, 

gestalt,  whereas conditions can’t be wholly con- 

ceived of as related and geared to one another, 

static.  Heisenberg note you cant observe the 

   static and dynamic both at once. 

 

Prometheus says that “systematic history wd take 

too long. “This after he tells Io what to do and 

what will happen to her. Before, as he’s abt to  

tell the march of event he is interrupted, by 

Okeanos, Genesis, beginning, then  P tells what 

he done for man. Then Io, woman, nature, appears. 

 Likewise, Zeus, following the daughters of man, 

whom he wanted to destroy but whom [foretht?] (Pr) 

enabled to survive,  debasing himself, will be 

sent underground as a result of a union (with one 

of the daughters) which forethinker, seeing what’s 

inevitable – the girl’s son being grter than his 

father – will prevent.  (Action is a human attitude.) 

But not until tht is made more nearly equal with 

power. This is quite a process, as powerful sky 

drives forethinker crazy, just do as he does Io, 

who resists him, resists going beyond the first 

stage of womanhood and producing, but tries to 

stand still and cannot. Nature sticks by insane 

when offered no positive justice. Power dispensed 

insanity then sanity by school of experience. 

Descendant of Zeus e Io (hera-kles) frees Pr. 

and the wish of intelligence and power may co- 

incide with truth.  And Pr has his off moments, 

but ten thousand yrs is only an hour. 

 Connections and disconnections 

      Grk drama: how a known tale comes out in detail 



 Discontinuous:  DHL’s godstuff,  EP (a culture 

  EP fluty,  aethr, etc       (in KP) 

   H Crane:  continuous. civ/n rit der rest  

PATERSON:  Solid, res,   fusing the ordin- 

 ary debacle from the jrnl  [torn] 



4.4.58 

Dear Larry: 

 

  There is no possible way to explain my silence, except to say that the move West was 

such a hassle that I still am without a job, a place to live, and sell Measure in the bars. I 

can say that it was procrastination that kept me from writing you to replace the 

manuscripts lost. 

 

    And when a week went by, each day I believed would be the one that I would send off 

Number Two on, and it seemed that it was too late to write for the replacements.  Three 

will contain “a city cruel and dark”  also the Review of City Lights, and Four, if you still 

want it will go as we planned.  There is no way to defend any of this, my sloppy handling 

of other person’s interests,  but I try to do better, and of course never do, never will.  Can 

you put up with it? Your letters are read with pleasure,  and looked for,  and if I cannot 

answer them, I ask you to understand.  I will write as soon as something breaks,  

economically. 

   Sincerely, 

   John Wieners 

P O Box 2714 

San Francisco  26, 

 


